
Narrow Angles: 
What are narrow angles? 
Fluid normally flows through the eye from just behind the iris where it is 
made (in the ciliary body) through the pupil to exit the eye through a 
filtering tissue just beyond the edge of the iris (the trabecular meshwork).  
This tissue is in an angle that is formed between the iris and the cornea.  In 
some patients, this angle is relatively narrow.
What do narrow angles mean for me? 
The answer to this depends on many additional factors.  Overall, 
the concern with narrow angles is that it may be hard for fluid to 
get through a tight space and leave the eye, this leads to a risk 
of elevated intraocular pressure and glaucoma.  This pressure 
problem can occur in two ways.  In some patients, the pressure 
gradually rises and the nerve may have slow damage (chronic 
narrow angle glaucoma).  
In other patients, the angle may suddenly close and the pressure may become very high (acute angle closure 
crisis).  This crisis is often precipitated by dilation and can occur after exiting dark spaces, taking cold 
medicines or after dilation for an eye exam.  An angle closure crisis is a medical emergency.  It is usually 
associated with some of the following symptoms: pain, redness, blurry vision, halos around lights and 
nausea/vomiting.  This condition can lead to permanent vision loss over the course of hours to days. There is 
an on-call doctor available 24/7 everyday of the year for our patients at Alameda Eye Physicians for these 
types of emergencies. 
What is the treatment? 
There are three options in the treatment of narrow angles: observation, laser iridotomy and lens extraction.  
If the eye is otherwise healthy and has few risk factors for angle closure (do not need routine dilation, not on 
inhalers for asthma) and you have rapid access to healthcare services in an emergency, it may be reasonable 
to observe without treatment.  In general, the risk of developing acute angle closure crisis in a typical at risk 
patient is very small, but this does have to be weight against the serious emergency when it happens. 
Another option is to make a small hole in the periphery of the iris with a laser (laser iridotomy).  This hole 
allows fluid a second pathway to get from behind to in front of the iris and prevents episodes of acute angle 
closure glaucoma.  The final treatment option is removing the lens in the eye and replacing it with a plastic 
lens (the same as a cataract surgery).  The new lens is so much thinner than the natural lens that it does not 
push the iris forward and so the angle of the eye will deepen.  Because this procedure is a full surgery with all 
the risks of a typical cataract surgery, I typically recommend this procedure in two scenarios.  Lens removal is 
helpful in patients who have either elevated pressures and/or glaucoma (where the benefit of this surgery is 
greatest for preventing ongoing optic nerve damage and vision loss) as well as in patients that are starting to 
have a cataract affecting their vision (where they get the benefit of reducing the risk of acute angle closure 
crisis and improved vision)


